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MR. JOHN DUANE DAWSON: I will begin the discussionwith a brief overview of
the regulatoryaspects of RBC and offer somethoughts on how to incorporateRBC
into the pricing of insuranceproducts. My name is John Dawson, and I am a
consultantwith William M. Mercer, Inc. Next will be Grant Hemphill. Grant is going
to offer the small company perspective,and he will also touch on the applicationof
marginalRBC analysis. Bob Omdal will sharesome viewpoints from his company's
perspective. Bob is from Aid Associationof Lutherans, the largest fraternal benefit
society in the country. Then Mark Walker will draw from his experiencesof working
with RBCas the pricing actuary of Surety life InsuranceCompany. Finally,Mike
Cowell will offer some perspectiveson how UNUM Life InsuranceCompany takes
RBC into account. He will also shareinsightfrom a preliminaryanalysison RBC
covariancebetween product lines.

My remarksare introductory in nature. First, I'll touch on the historicalaspects of
target surplusformulas because RBCis a type of target surplusformula. Then I'm
going to providea very brief overview of the regulatory activity that has taken place
and brieflytouch on the upcomingRBC reportingrequirements. Third, I will address
opportunitiesand concernsrelatingto usingRBC as a management tool. Finally, I'll
providesome introductory remarks and a formula that you might use inthe product
development and pricingprocess.

Largeinsurancecompanies began developingtarget surplusformulas many years ago.
Many of you may remember studying about target surplusformulas when you were
studyingfor Fellowshipexaminations. These formulastended to be a function of
premiums,reserves, and insurancein force. Most often the formulasused by
insurancecompanies were drivenby formulas used by rating agencies. Asset risks
were generallynot recognizedinthese formulas. How many of you do use target
surplus in your pricing? Most people are raisingtheir hands. You all know that the
states don't always wait for the NAIC to draft model regulation. In fact, the NAIC's
RBC formula was pattemed after and tested against adjustedsurplusformulas in place
in Minnesota and New York. Historically, though, the target surplusformulas used by
insurancecompanieswere influencedmore by rating agency formulas than by the
state-requiredsurplusformulas, but that may change under RBC.

Canadianregulatorshave alsobeen very active in this area over the past several
years. Although this sessionspecificallyaddressesU.S. RBC and not the Canadian
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perspective, I encourageany of you from Canada to offer someperspectivesduring
the question-and-answersession.

The NAIC spent considerabletime developing,testing, and exposingits RBCformula.
The formula was adoptedat the December 1992 meeting of the NAIC and all life
insurancecompanieswill be requiredto calculateand file their RBC measurebeginning
with the 1993 year-end. In addition,the NAIC adopted a model act which gives RBC
its teeth. Four levelsof concern are defined in the model act with specificcompany
and regulator activities prescribeddepending on the relationshipbetween RBC and
surplusresources.

How should RBC be used as a management tool? This seeminglysimple question
does not have a simple answer. I venture to say that all the members of ourpanel
are going to agree that RBCshouldbe monitored,but beyond that there is probably
little agreement. Some might argue that it stopshere or maybe that it is usefulto
compare the resultsof your target surpluscalculationsto RBC. At the other extreme,
some will argue that a multipleof RBC might be an appropriatetarget surplus
benchmark for your company. Where do I stand? I believeRBC has some applicebib
ity to the developmentof target surplusbenchmarks,but RBCshouldnot be used in
a vacuum. RBC is intendedto identify weakly capitalizedinsurersand was developed
to be generally applicablein all situations. Its resultsmay not be specificallyvalidto
your company's particularcircumstance.

But I do wonder if RBC will have some unintentionalside effects if it is used as a

management tool. Forexample, will RBC become an extemal marketing force? That
is, insurersmay find that certainproduct linesdo not offer sufficient ratums in light of
the RBCrequirements for those lines. That may cause insurersto get out of certain
linesof business. On the flipside, low RBC requirementsfor other product linesmay
attract new playersto those markets. I'm not as concernedabout the possibilitythat
might happen as I am concemed that companies may be leavingor entering markets
for the wrong reasons.

We're all familiar with the four contingency risks: the C-1 asset default risk, (2-2
pricing risk, (2-3 interestrate risk, andthe C4 business risk. The RBC formula is
defined in many, many pagesof instructionsprovidedby the NAIC enablingcompa-
niesto calculate these componentsusing primarily annual statement data. The NAIC
decided, though, that merely addingthese componentstogether is not quite appropri-
ate. It has given usthis formula which has a covarianceadjustment.

.c#.c =,
If you merely add the componentstogether, you will be overstatingRBC by a small
amount unlessyou're pricing an annuity.

When you sell an insuranceproduct, there is generallysome cash received, some
cash paid out, and some accrualitems to take into account. A lot of productsstart
out in a surplusdeficit position;we call that surplus strain. On top of this, the RBC
formula will dictate an amount of surplusthat we need to have to keep the regulators
happy. This additionalamount adds to the surplusstrain effect.
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I would like to conclude my remarks with a formula for calculating what I call
"required capital infusion (C_)," based on the NAIC's RBCformula, This formula will
determinethe amount of capitalthat must be added to cover the surplusstrain, in
addition,cover the RBC requirement. The formula is complex becauseof the NAIC's
covariance adjustment.

The above formula may be rewritten as follows:

_c = Pxc, +_/(Axc,+vxc3)_ . (Rxc_)2
where

P = premium revenue for the year
C4 = the C-4 RBCcomponent factor
A = invested assets

CI = the C-1 RBCcomponent factor
V = the policyreserve
C3 = the C-3 RBCcomponent factor
R = the net amount at risk for life insurance,or earned premiums for health

insurance

C2 = the C-2 RBCcomponent factor.

I have assumed that invested assetsare equal to the sum of cash flows from the
insuranceoperationand Cqneededto meet capital funding requirements:

A = CF + C1

Assuming we want to maintaintotal surplusequal to RBC capital at all times, we can
determinethe amount of C_requiredas the difference between RBCand the surplus
generated from the insurance operation:

Cl = RBC - S

where S = surplusgenerated from the insuranceoperation.

Substitu'dngCF + _ for A, and S + C_for RBC, we obtain the followingequation:

s.c, =P×c, . _/((cF.c,)×c,.vxc,)2+ (x×c_)2
to solve for the Ct, subtract PxC4from both sides, square, and regroup to form a
quadratic equation for the values of C;. Then the C_may be determined using the
wail-known quadratic formula:

Cl_-b + _/b= - 4×axc2xa

where

a:l -C_

b = 2 x (S-PxC4 - CFxC_ - ClxVxC3)

c = S 2 - 2xS×PxC 4 + P2xC_ - CF2xC_ - 2×CFxC 1 x VxC 3 - V2xC_ - R2xC_
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Should you use this complicated formula in your pricing routines? You could, but
that's generally not done in my experience. I use this formula or one similar to it to
conduct simple spreadsheet analysis to tell me how to adjust my target surplus
formulas and how to determine how much initial surplus I need to cover the surplus
strain and the RBC amount. I've also used a formula similar to this to study and
determine production affordability and its implications. That's where this formula is
really going to come in handy.

I'm now going to turn the podium over to Grant Hemphill. Grant has looked at
marginal RBC by taking the derivatives of the RBC formula with respect to various
components. I can see applications where taking the derivative of this formula with
respect to say premiums might be useful. Grant, would you like to take the derivative
of this?

MR. GRANT HEMPHILL: Marginal analysis would provide an excellent opportunity for
students to apply their calculus knowledge.

Every company has unique circumstances. However, every company requires
surplus. It must obtain surplus in order to grow; it must maintain surplus just to be
viable. RBCstandards have drawn our attention to the obvious. Our source of

surplus may be the stock market, a parent company, a private investor, a reinsurer, or
our policyholders. In any case, the source of surplus expects an adequate return on
that surplus.

At the Quebec meeting, John suggested how old profit objectives could be modified
to include RBC, for instance, a new break-even year when the asset share first
exceeds the reserve plus RBC. In the December 1992 Product Development News,
Klaus Shigley showed how the need for RBCmay be equated to other, typical,
expense and mortality loads. Our products must be priced to provide profits that will
cover the expected return. The ROE, aftertax and target surplus, pricing objective,
usually called the Anderson method, accomplishes this directly. Other pricing
objectives must somehow accomplish it (profits to cover a return on surplus)
indirectly.

Smaller companies have a stronger RBCrequirement than larger companies because
of size adjustments in the factors. Still, smaller companies tend to have higher RBC
ratios than larger companies. Several authors, noting this, have stated that it is easier
for the smallercompany to have a highRBC ratio. This is most puzzling. Given the
above, it means that smallcompaniescan more easilyadd profits into their pricingor
that they have cheaper sourcesof surplus. I would have difficultyarguingfor either
of these alternatives.

How much surplus should a company require? Specifically, how should a small
company develop a target surplus formula? The mathematical or theoretical ap-
proaches consider limiting the probability of insolvency to an acceptable level. This
should be viewed as a practical problem, much like setting retention limits. Through
regulators, the RBC formula clearly sets a minimum surplus standard. Does it set a
maximum? Perceptions of proper RBCmultiples will develop. Companies with too
much capital may have difficulty with certain consumerism regulators.
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The rating agencieswere the originalsourceof many smallercompany target surplus
formulas. The RBCformula is a big improvement. However, there is activity at the
rating agencies to improve their surplus standardsand generallymove towards the
RBCformula. Some may adopt it.

Some major companies have publishedtheir target surplusformulas. Some smaller
companies have copied them, perhapswith modification. Compstition can set upper
limits for target surplus. I personallyexperiencedthis in my company's early attempts
at pricing basedon a target surplusformula. We had based the formula on what we
understood to be a ratingagency's standard. We had successfully used it to price
annuitiesand universallife (UL). Then we had a terriblestnJgglepricinga term policy.
No matter how aggressivewe made our assumptions- I am sure I am not the only
one here who has searched for the assumptionsto justify a price/commissionlevel -
we could not achieve a competitiveand profitableresult, it turned out that our target
surplusfactor for amount-at-riskwas too large. Lowering it, while raisingthe factor
for reserves, allowed reasonableresultsfor allthese products at the same overall
surpluslevel.

Now let's considerusing a multipleof the RBC formula as a target surplusformula, it
is an improvement on formulas copied from rating agencies and larger companies.
The RBC-basedtarget surpluswill not be too small. It will satisfy regulatorsand
rating agencies, it will not cause comp_tiiJvehardship. If the formula is "wrong,"
that is, it does not reflect actual risks,and current capitaldeployment is "right," then
market dislocationswill occur. I conclude from this that the NAIC and industry must
get the formula corrected if it is not right. Furthermore,knowledgeableexperts such
as actuariesshouldlead in developingthe perceptionof a correct multipleof RBC to
use as target surplus.

If a small (or other) company has chosen to use RBCin establishingtarget surplus,
how does it proceed? The 200 or so items entering the RBC calculationmust be
condensed into a few factors usable in a target surplus pricingformula. We use a
common, commercial pric'w_gpackage for life and annuity products. Forunit pricing,
target surplusmust be specifiedin terms of six factors: reserves,amount at risk,
death benef'¢sin force, expected death claims, premiums,and cash values. No asset
factor is providedfor. We need one for C-1 risk, so we apply a factor to the re-
serves. We divide it, as well as all other target surplusfactors, by its complement.
Forunit pricing, a percentage of assets reflectingaverage riskclass and sizefactor
might representthe C-1 component of RBC. A percentage of the amount at risk
could represent the C-2 component, and a percentageof the reserve and a percent-
age of the premiumswould provide for the C-3 and C-4 components, respectively.

These factors should be adjustedfor covariancebefore being appliedto calculate
target surplus. Tony Zeppstella's paper in the June 1993 Financial Reporter and my
paper in the June 1993 small talk discussmarginalRBCcalculations. This provides
an easy means to make the requiredadjust_nont.

Table 1 shows the formulasfor marginal authorizedcontrol level (ACL) rates. They
are first derivatives of ACL with respect to C-1 or C-3, C-2, and C-4. The point is
that a transaction that increasesthe C-1 part of RBC by a dollardoes not increasethe
overallRBC by a dollar(usually). These formulasgive the actual effect. Other RBC
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levels are just multiples. If 400% of the ACL is your target surplus, then 400% of
these marginal effects is what you need to use in a target surplus formula.

TABLE 1

Authorized Control Level Marginal Rates

ACL = 0.5 x (_/(C-1+C-3)2+C-22 + C-4

Resulting Change
Unit Change in in Authorized Control Level

C-1 or C-3 C-1 ÷C-3

2_/(C-1+C-3) 2 + C-22

C-2 C-2

2_/(C-1+C-3) 2 + C-22

C-4 .5

Table 2 shows some examples that may help develop your intuition about marginal
RBC. Company A has equal levels of C-1, C-2, C-3, and C-4 risks. A $1 change in
its C-1 component will cause a $0.44 change in its ACL. Company B is probably an
annuity writer. Note that a dollar of additional C-2 risk only adds $0.05 to its ACL.
Company C must write mostly low-cost life insurance and invest in low-risk assets.

TABLE 2

Sum of Risk Components
(Many zeros omitted) Marginal ACL Rates

Company C-1 C-2 C-3 C-1 or C-3 C-2

A 5 5 5 .44 .22
B 11 2 11 .50 .05
C 3 10 4 .29 .41

C-4 risk does not affect C-1, C-2, or C-3 marginal rates. The C-4 marginalrate is
always .5.

For pricing, a rate that will apply over the life of the policy must be estimated. At
least three things may change. You hope your company will grow, reducing itstarget
surplus. You may changeyour businessmix, changing your marginalfactors. The
NAIC may changethe formula while your policy is in force. This is similar to the risk
that tax laws will change while your policy is in force. You price with the knowledge
you have available includingsome prognostications.

To summarize, use a multipleof RBCas target surplus. Develop some reasonable,
simple factors that will cover your RBC(in the future). Adjust the factors for covari-
ance. Price using an ROE, aftertax, and target surplus, profit objective.
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I'd like to introduce Bob Orndal. Bob is from a fraternal, and I would understand that
he would have the privilege of ignoring all this, but it seems that his company is
taking an active role and doing a good analysis.

MR. ROBERTW. OMDAL: What my predecessors up here have had to say is very
interesting. I do have to admit, however, that it has been quite a long time since I
even thought about calculus. When I studied Jordan, I tended to skip over that stuff
as being too mathematical. However, I can see that we have a varied audience here,
and many of you seem to really enjoy the talk of derivatives. Well, I guess I have to
apologize to you - there are no high powered formulas in my presentation. But, for
the rest of you, it's time to wake up - I don't think I have anything here that's
beyond even the most senior actuary with rusty mathematical tools.

AID ASSOCIATION FOR LUTHERANS

At Aid Associationfor Lutherans,we are not subject to the RBCrequirements since
we are a fraternal benefit society, but we do have allof the same risks the rest of
you have. We are, however, subjectto and have complied with the Minnesota
requirementsmentioned by John in his openingcomments. My understandingis that
we were left out of the model law by design for practical reasons,but I am not sure
about the intent for the future. I have spokenwith two individualsclose to the
developmentof the RBC formulas who have given me contradictory messages. One
said that the intent was to only cover the "blue book" companies (ours is brown), and
that it was unlikelywe would be includeduntil such time as a major fraternalhad
significant problems. The other said that we were excluded initially,but that in a
short time we would be included. We are not opposed to beingsubject to the RBC
requirements,and in fact, I expect we will routinelycompute it for our company,
whether we are requiredto or not.

For the balance of my time, I will talk about how we reflect target surplusin pricing.
We have been doing this for some time. However, we are usingtarget surplus,and
not RBC. Since we are not usingRBC, I will then compareour target surplus levels
with the RBC levelsby line of business,for our major lines. I will then conclude my
remarks with some comments on possiblefuture activity for us relative to RBC.

We use two generalpricingmodels at Aid Associationfor Lutherans. An asset-share-
based model, and a ROE model. Our older model, which we still use for repricing
certain closed blocksof businessis the asset-sharemodel. The cost associatedwith

maintainingtarget surplus is includedin pricingas an expense item. The intent with
this model is to include the differencebetween the earned rate on surplusassets and

the target ROE as an additionalproduct expense. Forexample, if the earned rate on
surplusassets is 8% and the target ROE is 12%, an additionalproduct expenseitem
equivalent to 4% of the target surpluswould be included in pricing. I thinkthe
concepts hereare fairly straightforward,so I won't go into more detail.

Our other pricing model, the ROE-basedmodel is used for allof our currentlyissued
products. This pricingmodel has evolved from our GAAP type of reporting model.
While we are not currently subjectto GAAP, we have developed a GAAP type of
reporting for our internal statements.
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Pricing assumptions form the base for this. For determination of deferred costs, we
rely heavily on the ROE pricing model. The deferred costs reflect the company's total
investment in the business, including target surplus, and are set to achieve a level
ROEover the pricing period. This formula for the annual surplus investment is the
underlyingbase for this.

IRR = Increasein Target Surplus -
- Statutory Book Profits -
- Investment Income on Target Surplus

Becauseit representsthe investmentin the business,the formulais increase in target
surplus, less statutory book profits, lessthe investment incomeearned on target
surplus.

The internal rate of return of this stream of annual surplusinvestment is the level ROE
generated by the product. The deferredcosts are based on the accumulated value of
this stream at the ROE. Now, for you numbers people,hero's a simpleexample of
how this works.

In my example, we have a hypothetical product that we have named (Table 3). We
have a five-year product with a flow of book profitsequal to a tossof $5 in the first
year, followed by gainsof $2 in each of the subsequentfour years. These book
profits includeexpenses,benefits, reserve increases,interestearnedon the reserve,
and any other componentsof statutory book profits. Forsimplicity,these book
profits are assumed to emerge at the end of the policyyear.

The second and third columns arealso measured at the end of the year and represent
the target surplusfor this product and the interestearned on the target surplus. This
is at the assumed earnedrate for surplusassets (7% in our example). This may or
may not equal the assumedearned rate on reserves. In our company, these rates are
different.

The fourth column is the annual surplus investment. As mentioned eadier, this is
equal to the increasein target surplusless book profits, less the interest earned on
target surplus. As with any wall-behaved product, we can see an initialinvestment in
the business, followed by a steady repayment of this investment. The internal rate of
return on this column is 15.05%.

TABLE 3
A FabulousFinancialProduct

Annual Surplus
PolicyYear Book Profits Target Surplus 7%i on TS Investment

1 - 5.00 3.00 0.00 8.00
2 2.00 4.00 0.21 - 1.21
3 2.00 3.00 0.28 - 3.28
4 2.00 2.00 0.21 -3.21
5 2,00 0.00 0.14 -4.14

IRR 15.05%
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As I have mentioned, we are not subject to GAAP. Thus we were able to define
deferred costs at our company to be the accumulated value of the annual surplus
investment at the ROE rate, less the target surplusat the end of the policy year. We
also use statutory reserves for internal reporting purposes,thus internaland statutory
book profits are identical. By doing this, we generatea levelROE by policyyear,
equal to the internal rate of return of the annualsurplus investment - 15% in our
example.

Inthe interest of time and simplicity,I will not develop the deferred costs here, but
leave that as an exercisefor the interested observer. Table 4 shows our internal basis

resultsfor this product. Ourtotal return is equal to the bookpmf'rLs,plus interest
earned on target surplus, plusthe increasein deferred costs. Remember, this is an
annual example, with all eventstaking place at the end of the year, thus the first year
return is zero. In practice, we do make adjustmentfor the actualtiming of events.

TABLE 4
A Fabulous Financial Product

Deferred

PolicyYear Book Profits Costs 7%i on TS Total Return

1 - 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00
2 2.00 3.99 0.21 1.20
3 2.00 2.92 0.28 1.20
4 2.00 1.60 0.21 0.89
5 2.00 0.O0 0.14 0.54

In this example (Table 5), the annualROE is computed as the total retum divided by
the accumulated surplus investment at the end of the previous year. As shown here,
it is a level 15%.

Thus we include target surplus in our process in much the same way as we do
reserves. Through this, we are earning the target ROEon the full amount of surplus
necessary to put and keep the business on the books. This is similar to our asset
share model, but does it directly instead of indirectly.

TABLE 5
A Fabulous Financial Product

Accumulated Surplus
Policy Year Investment Total Return Annual ROE

1 8.00 0.00
2 7.99 1.20 O.15
3 5.92 1.20 0.15
4 3.60 0.89 0.15
5 0.00 0.54 O.15

Now that you know, at least in general how we include target surplus in our pricing,
I'd like to spend a little time talking about how our target surplus levels compare to
RBC levels by line of business. As I mentioned earlier, we have done a fairly
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comprehensive study of surplus and are comfortable with our target surplus formulas.
They are based on the risk profile of both our liabilities and assets.

Earlier this fall 1993, in preparation for this panel, I reviewed our RBC computation,
and attempted to allocate our total RBC to our various lines of business. I am
comfortable with our total level of RBC,but my confidence in my allocation by line is
significantly less. I found it faidy easy to do a rudimentary allocation that makes
some sense, but I question the validity of such an exercise for other than some broad
comparisons.

We do segregate our assets by line. Our three major lines of business are traditional
life, UL, and deferred annuities. I made no attempt to apply the risk factors to each
asset segment. Instead, I allocated the C-1 component of RBCto the lines based on
the total assets in each segment. This made no allowance for the largest ten assets,
or any other aggregate corporate adjustments.

The C-2 component was allocated based on a rough approximation of the split of net
amounts at risk between traditional business and UL. The factors for size of com-

pany were not taken into consideration in this percentage split.

The C-3 component was allocated directly between fife insurance and annuities, with
the insurancecomponent being allocated between traditional and UL on the basisof
reserves.

Finally, the C-4 component was allocated based on the level of premium income for
these three lines, including amounts retained.

It should be obvious from the discussion of my methodology, that I have not used
any highly theoretical analysis in allocating the RBC by line of business. If that's not
clear from the method, I'm trying to make it clear by my comments. This is an
approximation!

The sole purpose of this exercise was to give an order of magnitude relationship
between target surplusand RBC, by lineof business. This approximate relationship
can be seen in this table. I have expressedthis relationshipas a ratio of our target
surplusto the Company Action Level of RBC, which is 200% of the authorized
control level: Total company, 220%; traditionallife, 240%; UL, 250%; annuities,
180%.

I found It interestingthat the ratio for annuitiesis so much lower than the other ratios.
However, as I said eadier, this is faidy new informationto us, and we are not using It,
nor have we done much in the way of analysis as to why the differencesby line are
occurring.

In lightof this, what do these ratiostell us? I believe they tell us a couple of impor-
tant things, but there are other things that they don't tell us:

1. They tell us that since RBC is a solvency testing tool, our target surplus
formulas are adequate from a solvency and regulatory perspective.
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2. They tell us that usinga singlemultipleof RBCto determinethe target surplus
for all linesof businessis probablynot appropriate.

3. They tell us that allocatingtotal RBCby line is probebly not linear,and care
should be taken in interpreting the results.

4. The main thing they don't tell us is that our target surplusformulas are either
less appropriatefor annuities,or more appropriatefor the life lines, just because
the ratios are lower or higher.

5. Finally,the ratios tell us that we have a long way to go in interpreting,under-
standing, and using RBC.

This bringsus to my final point. What changeswill we make in the future due to the
introductionof RBC? I don't anticipate that it will have a major impact on us. I
expect we will continue to use target surplusin pricing,and base our target surplus
on studiesof the risk profileof our assets/liabilities,and not on RBClevel. I doubt
that we would shift to a percentageof RBC, even if or when RBCbecomes a legal
requirement for us.

I expect that we will monitor our RBC level and ratio, and may even set targets for
this ralJo. This may cause shifts in our asset base and riskprofile, which could have
an impact on target surplusformulas, but only indirectly.

In summary, RBC is here to stay, if not in the currentform, in some form. Surplus
management has become a fact of life, therefore, target surplusshouldbe reflected in
pricing, and it's not all that difficult to do. Care shouldbe taken in using a multipleof
RBC as a surrogate for target surplus. When possible,target surpluslevelsshould be
based on your own risk profiles.

Now Mark Walker willgive some insight on how risk-basedcapitalhas impacted
product developmentdecisionsand pricingat his company.

MR. MARK A. WALKER: I will try to add to Bob's comments and buildon some of
the ideas presented earlier. My experience is a slightlydifferent twist, and I will focus
on U.S. GAAP and its inter-relationswith RBC.

To be sure, the introduction of RBC has made a significant impact in our pricing
process and in our view of product design. I would liketo hypothesize some cases
where companies could possibly change their product design,not necessarilymix, as
a result of RBC. As an introduction to my comments, I would liketo offer my own
summary of considerationspresented earlierto create a foundationof why our view
has been different.

As Grant mentioned, return on target surplus is becomingan important profit mea-
surement. This is true not only in a company's financialperformance, but also in the
pricing process. My company, Surety Life, is a subsidiaryof a largepubliclytraded
company. As a free-standingcompany, Surety Ufe would be of medium size. Our
company, likemany in the investment public'seyes, focuses on ROE.
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Reduced to this simple formula, ROE is profit dividedby equity. It becomes increas-
ingly important in a competitive environmentto control the denominatorof this
equation as much as we focus on the sufficiencyof the numerator. In our profit
center in my company, this is becoming the challengeto the pricingactuary.

If I might digress for a moment, I once had a discussion about what gifts should be
given to a friend that is not really a friend. The best suggestion was a horse.
Though it is very impressive to the recipient, the time and other resources necessary
to maintain the gift makes the thrill fade quickly. Stockholders, and policyholders in
the case of a mutual company, demand something in return for their investment.
Pricing methods and goals that exclude consideration of the company's target capital
position may achieve appealing financial results, but produce nothing material to this
important group. For example, impressive income may be reported, but that income
may not be divisible due to the nonincome statement item, increase in target surplus.

Similar to the horse, an otherwise profitable portfolio of products may be the gift that
keeps on taking. Again, reflecting on Grant's comments, how target surplus or equity
in my case is determined and is used in pricing becomes an important factor. This
will certainly vary from company to company and perhaps within the company from
one profit center to another.

I have listed four determining and interrelating factors - the first three being my own
summary of prior comments. First, company tradition may be based on standards
from various rating agencies, as Grant menlJoned, or surplus contributions, as Bob
alluded to, or some other measure. Now enter the age of RBC. If the prior practice
of the company resulted in a higher target surplus position than its desired position
relative to RBC, then it is likely that there will be no impact on the pricing process.
However, it is my guess that RBC will at least cause companies to reevaluatetheir
target surplusgoals, if not replacethem entirelydue to the desiredRBC levels. The
ultimate impressionwe wish to make is on the insurance-buyingpublic,whether
judged by RBC, Standard & Poors,A.M. Best or others.

Second, from a planning standpoint, the company may be insufficiently or overly
capitalized. If insufficient, the pricing process will have to consider making up the
shortfall over the company's desired time frame. Likewise an overcapitalized position
may affect marginal surplus requirements depending on what sources are used to
fund new business.

As an example, the company may liquidate assets that are adding to the C-1
component to fund new business, which adds to the C-2 component. This may
sound more corporate than pricing, but it is important to reconcile the pricing process
with the long-term company position.

Assuming that RBC has an impact on the desired surplus level of the company, the
third factor a company or profit center should consider is its current RBC position. As
Grant touched on, relative or marginal RBCshould be considered as well as aggre-
gate. This may give a certain line of business relative advantages or disadvantages to
competitors or other prot"_centers. An example would be a reinsurance company
that handled only C-2 risk. For every dollar of C-2, the RBC would increase a dollar
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assuming very little C-1 or C-3 risk. This would put the company at a disadvantage
to other reinsurers that had blocks of investment-relatad products.

A new and final factor in developing equity is reserving and accounting methods. I
am speaking both of statutory and GAAP bases. For companies with other internal
and international accounting and reserving methods, these differences in their relations
should be reviewed. For the purposes of this discussion, I will limit my remarks to
U.S. statutory and GAAP accounting. With these four considerations, how is RBC
reflected in pricing and how could it affect product design?

I will stay away from laborious formulas and equally frightening miracle examples and
stick with pictures. Remember that our focus in increasingly centered on the denomi-
nator rather than the numerator. Chart 1 shows what the statutory balance sheet
looks like with RBC. Let us assume that there is a defined set of assets to match

your liabilities based on some investment and reinvestmant strategies and a collective
pool of assets equal to surplus or target capital funds.

_rrbh the pricing and asset/liability matching capabilities developed or purchased by
most companies, this can be done in everincreesing detail. All components of RBC
may be calculated as precisely as desired.

Using the exact NAIC formula is fraught with pitfalls. It may be appropriate for
companies with homogeneous blocks of liabilities and assets. For an example, an
exclusive writer of health business. As mentioned earlier, the marginal contribution to
RBC should be considered for the majority of cases. In practice, some approximation
formula will yield as sufficient an answer as the exact NAIC formula.

CHART 1
Statutory Balance Sheet

NoninvestedAssets

Specific Invested Assets

AggregateTargetCapitalAcct

StatutoryReserves

AVR&IMR

_'_ TargetSurplusIncludingRBC

On the rest of the liabilityside we have statutory reserves, interest maintenance
reserve (IMR), and asset valuationreserve (AVR) and target surplus,of which the
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desired RBC level will comprise the greater part. How can we designproducts, then,
that will better our position relative to this picture? Assume we have a stock
company that sells UL products that emphasize accumulation. This type of product
will normally generate higher C-1 and C-3 risks in later durations and, thus, higher
surplus levels. Continuing in this particular market would put them at a competi'dve
disadvantage.

If the company were to take its expertise in the UL market to protection-oriented
products, it could use a lower marginal target surplus requirement to its advantage.
This would not only develop a more competitive product, but also it would balance
the C-1 and C-3 risks from current blocks of business in force. Michael will be

touching on this particular aspect, but here is a bizarre new twist of liability surplus
matching.

Another example could be our C-2 reinsurer. It could increase its statutory reserves
mildly and possibly lower its target capital. The latitude of this adjustment is much
smaller. What else can be done to improve this picture? How about reinsuring
unwanted elements of RBC? In Grant's case of the term product, he could pass the
C-2 risk on to a more willing recipient. A decade ago this was a common occurrence
with modified coinsurance for tax purposes. Another solution would be to pass some
of the risk back to policyholders via market value adjustments or variable products.

Now we come to GAAP. The required assets will move over to the GAAP balance
sheet perhaps with some minor modifications in the valuation of assets. To this we
will add the item of deferred acquisition coats. The deferred acquisition cost should
be met due to contra-deferred acquisition cost from reinsurance.

Chart 2 shows some obvious differences on the liability side. Reserving is on a
different basis. GAAP reserves, on annuities for example, can be greater than
statutory. I would like to interject that I found Bob's approach of interest. He chose
to call the increase in target capital an expense similar to the increase in reserve and
use it in a traditional pricing formula. Ukewise, interest on target capital was used to
offset the increase in target capital. I would prefer to put interest on target capital in
income and concentrate on equity in the denominator. This is the way a company
will ultimately be judged by the investment public. An important item on this list is
other GAAP liabilities.

Let's assume that a stock company writing predominantly fixed premium whole life
has an increase in statutory target surplus due to RBC. The company is sufficiently
profitable when capitalized. V_rrthsome changes in product design, it could increase
its statutory liabilities by simply making the product limited pay and creating a deferred
profit liability. Another favorite is redefining revenue.

I read one investment firm's recommendation of a publicly traded company that
boasted of developing products that did not require much capital. The company
introduced the concept of deferred revenue by making some charges nonlevel without
creating additional statutory liability.

At Surety Life, the product actuary has had to frame products that look the same to
the field, perform better for the client and control capital better for the parent. This
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can no longerbe done by the old-fashionedprofit goal of presentvalue of profits over
the presentvalue of premiums. Financialstrength,benchmarked in part by RBC is
pricedinto productsat the front end as well as managedfrom the corporate level at
the back end.

CHART 2

Stmutory GAAP
8alance Sheet 8a_oe Sheet

Target8url_us Equity
Including RBC

OAC Other

AVR&IMR Ullbi_y

T_ Deferred
Specific _ Tax_
InvelJted
A=_ts

N_

MR. MICHAEL J. COWELL: A very basic purposeof RBC is to absorb fluctuations,
prevent insolvency,fund growl_, and measureperformance. I'll addressquestions
that have been alludedto by some of the previousspeakers about the right level of
capitaland touch on product managementin an age of RBC.

I came across one interestingdefinitionof what equity capitalis. I thought this was a
cleverdefinitionof equity capital: the least amount of money that owners can invest
in the company and stillget credit. Presumablythat credit meansnot only the
traditionalsources of credit from the money markets but also credit from the stand-
point of the policyholderswho are in effect and in one sense lending us money.

Is there one right level of capital? The NAIC has established RBCas a target surplus
formula. We have alreadyhad a couple of warnings, and I would certainlyendorse
those wholeheartedly, on the importance of companies understandingtheir own risk
characteristics.

As Bob said, we have a longway to go to understandthe implicationsof the RBC
formula. Those of us who worked with the NAIC group on the industry advisory
committee, recognize,and I'm sure any of you who worked with the formula and
with your own company formulas know, that probably the worst thing you could do
right now is blindlyadhere to any of the canned formulas - be they the NAIC
formula, the New York formula, the Minnesotaformula, or whatever. There is no one
formula that fits all companies,and I think there's a great danger in assumingthat
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you can take a canned formula and multiply it by some factor and assume that you're
safe. Really, the formula should not be a bar. If it is a bar or gets in the way of
understanding your own risk characteristics, then I would say it's probably doing more
harm than good.

Why do we have dsk capital formulas? We have a number of publics in the risk
capital arena. For many of the regulators and legislators, we never can really answer
the question of how much capital is really enough.

Rating agencies are very critical in this day and age, particularly for stock companies
but also increasingly for mutual companies. There are many investors putting money
into an insurance company. Often the right amount of capital, again going back to
my eadier quote, is the least amount of money that you can get away with and still
stay in business, so you can maximize your ROE. We have one or two examples,
from the late 1980s, of what happens when some companies try to get away with
the least amount of capital and then, with the first major hit, they go under. This is,
in large measure why we have any NAIC RBC formula. Then, of course, we have a
formula for customers, probably the most important reason for being in business.
Unfortunately, I think our customers are often the last in the line to hear anything
about RBC.

We cannot forget the media. Those of you who were around during the debacle of
the USA Today article a couple of years ago recall that the paper reported some very
bad formulas. It didn't even use its own bed formulas correctly, and it caused a lot
of grief.

What is management's responsibility in all of this? It is clearly to get the right
balance. Let me just take a quick show of hands. I realize we have a very mixed
audience including regulators in the audience, but how many of you regularly deal
with regulators on the issue of RBC? I certainly do. I'm sure others of you must.
How many deal with rating agencies on RBC? A few more hands. How about your
investors, do those of you in stock environments have any involvement? Mark
obviously does and Grant. Your customers? One person. That illustrates the
problem. It's all of these other publics and, of course, the media. How many have
involvement with the media? How many have involvement with two or more of
these publics? Only two? It's going to be more than the two of us. Maybe that's
why we're up here talking about this because we've Isamed the hard way.

Having given you caution about the NAIC formula, having again, as I say, participated
in it and I see a number of faces in the audience, peoplewho worked on this, chart 3
shows the distributionof the 100 largestcompanies. This is the RBCformula of the
NAIC as adopted, effective in 1993. This is the percentageof capital to the RBC
requirement. Some of you may have studied this far enough to know that at the last
minute, the NAIC in 1992 simply dividedthe RBC number that the committee had
come up with by two so that, in effect, it doubles allof the percentages. It doesn't
change anythingsubstantially.

Chart 3 shows the RBC the way most of us think of it, where 100 is the standard.
As you can see, for 100 of the largestcompanies,very few fall down at the lower
end. The vast majority areat the 150 or 175 level. This shouldtell you something
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about the NAIC formula itself and that it is not intendedto do anythingother than
separatewell-capitalizedand poorly capitalizedcompanies. I think those of us who
work closely with it realizemore and more that it is a good formula; it does what it's
supposedto do; but its use for any other purposehas to be taken very cautiously,
like usingany other tool for a purpose it wasn't intended.

The point that was made by Mark and alludedto, I'm sure, by the other speakers is
that in the RBC formula, you do attain a lot of leveragefrom balancingyour asset/liab-
ility risks. Chart4 shows, on the left, what I callan ideal company in which the C-1
plus the C-3 risk, exactly equalsthe C-2 risk. Very few companiesachieve that ideal,
and as you can see on the right, the overwhelming pattern in the industry is for the
C-1 and the C-3, the asset risks, to completely overwhelm the C-2 risk. The C-4 risk
is a relatively small component.

The covarience shows how much you reduce the RBC requirementby matching your
assets/liabilities,how much potential. This shows a 40% reduction,which is the
most you can possiblyget. If you think of it as we illustrateit in The Actuary, using
Pythagoras, you get your best reductionon the diagonalrelativeto the two sides, if
the two sidesare equal. You're saying C-1 plus C-3 equalsC-2.

Again, what does this mean in a company's own riskcapital formulas? Generally it
says, look at your own mix of assets/liabilities. Make sure that you have assets that
properly match your liabilities.Again, don't rely on some canned formula.

CHART 3
Distribution of NAIC RBC Ratios

100 Largest Companies
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CHART 4

LeverageFrom BalancingAsset and LiabilityRisks

RBCComponent8
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Finally,very briefly, let's wrap up evaluatingcapitalrequirementsand prof'_sexpecta-
tions as previousspeakershave mentioned, or balance of asset/liabilityrisk. Again,
I'm suremany of you are involved in the cash-flow-testingrequirementsof the
valuation law changes. Again, this is another classicexample of a snapshotRBC
approach. That is what the NAIC formula does and what many of our formulasdo,
where you just simplytake a singlesnapshotat a year-end, which does limited justice
to the C-3 risk where you're t_yingto essentiallylook at a dynamic situationof
balancing assets/liabilitiesout for the measurablefuture of both.

Finally,a numberof other speakershave alludedto identifyingand leveragingproduct
covariance. Very few of us are fortunate enoughto have the perfect covariance in
which you have let's say group life insuranceand you have a singlepremium or
immediate annuitieson all the same people who you have group life insuranceon.
You cannot lose in that situation. They'll either live or they'll die. Very few of us
have that opportunityto get that perfect matchingof mortality and morbidity risks.
Having said that, there obviously areopportunities on both the assets and the liabilities
side to manage or managedown the requirementof capital.

I think maybe somebodyhas also alludedto the fact that the risk capitalformulation
has implicationson the investmentside. There have been a number of articlesout
recently. I think the investment houseshave done a good job in doing the kind of
analysison the asset side that Mark describedon the liabilityside in measuring the
indifferenceconsiderationsbetween investingin particularassetsas opposed to
measuring in risk-frearates of return.
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I think with that I'll wrap up and say my own message is,don't relyslavishlyon any
singleformula. Don't use RBC formulasas a bar to understandingthe riskcharacter-
istics in your own company.

MR. DAVID L. CRESWELL: The emphasis here has certainly been on the NAIC RBC
formula. We, likemany other companies,have enough capitalthat we're not really
goingto be subject to unwanted regulatorattention. However, we are very con-
cemed about our ratingswith the ra_ng bureaus,and we have found through
communicationwith A.M. Best that A.M. Best has its own RBCformula, which is

similarin format to NAIC, but has very different factors. These arenot just higher
factors, in general, but specificallythey are a biggerhit on the C-1 riskrelativeto C-2
and others. I am surprisedthat I haven't seen any indicationof companiesusingthat
formula as maybe what they use in their pricingbecause keepingan A.M. Best rating
is something that I think all companies have some nervousnessabout, whereas
avoiding unwanted regulatory attention - there's a largetier of companiesthat
needn't worry about that.

MR. DAWSON: That's a good comment. One of the reasonswhy we didn't
addressthat is by design. We wanted to focus on the NAIC RBC formula. It is my
understandingthat A.M. Best is still working on its formula.

MR. CRESWELL: It's done. We have a copy of it.

MR. DAWSON: That is certainly somethingto take into account.

MR. COWELL: I would endorsethat. Your point is exb'emely well taken, Dave.
Again, getting backto any one singleformula and recognizethat A.M. Best has a
differentmotivation than the NAIC and its greater emphasisright now on (3-1 is
probablytempered by the times. Why don't companies use Best as a pricing basis?
Because I think most companiesthink in terms of the amount of capitalthat t_eir
analysistells them is necessaryto prevent insolvencyat some very highdegree of
confidence. Most companiesthinkof the Best requirement,which has typically been
the most rigid of the formulas out there, as an add_onal requirementover and above
which they have to make a decisionas to what does it cost us to keep Best's A + or
A + + rating? Do we need A + + or A or A + in certain markets? I think many
companies think of it as going beyondthe basicthreshold which the NAIC and some
of the other formulas tend to be more threshold, you're either in or you're out.

MR. PATRICK KELLEHER:I'm a relativelynew student of U.S. investments,but I did
do a lot of work earlierthis year in developingan asset mix recommendationfor our
portfolio. In doing that I found that in looking at the performanceof a diversified
portfolio,when you look at changein total return on a bond portfolio and when you
mix in different elementsof equities and realestate, I not_,edthat the riskprofile
actually becomes a bit more favorable with a mix of equities. However, our RBC
goes up. It didn't seem to make senseto me. Did any of you find that or have a
problem with that?

MR. COWELL: Again, it's expecting maybe one formula to do too much. You can
come up with situationsin which a better mix of equitieswill actually lower your C-1
risk and in which add_ons to your C-2 risk for a given C-1 riskmay actually lower
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your overall requirement. I'm sure you can find situations out in the margin, where
what appears to you to be a more diversified mix is going to increase C-1. Did it also
increase your overall risk requirement or just C-1?

MR. KELLEHER: What I was looking at was the marginal analysis, just looking at the
effects of the portfolio mix decision on capital requirements.

MR. COWELL: And some of those decisions you're saying in your company do
increase the total risk requirement even though you have a more balanced portfolio.

MR. KELLEHER: In effect what I found was in terms of correlations of return: the

equity component was fairly significantly negatively correlated, and real estate was
positive. There was also favorable diversification effect when I looked at the total
variability and market value of the portfolio. The stock performance tended to
increase the returnswhich to me, seemed to be the objective I was looking for in
terms of increasing dividends for policyholders.

MR. COWELL: You're facing a formula, which as we said earlier, has a 30% factor
for common stock on basis of market value.

MR. KELLEHER:That's the reason I asked the question. The Canadianrequirement
is conservativelylower and it seems to be more consistentwith what I expected.

MR. COWELL: The formula, I think, for that particularsituationprobably would be
lower. Again, Canada's minimum continuing capitalsurplusrequirement(MCCSR)
formula is structured somewhat differentlyfrom the NAIC's RBC. The only thing I
can suggest is, I'm sureyou've alreadydone this, is put the two formulas side by
side. Put your own company formula in the middle and understand what happens.
What are you lookingfor? Are you lookingfor changes in the NAIC formula?

MR. KELLEHER: I was just interested in what you were saying.

MR. COWELL: There are threshold situationswhere one action at one level is going
to increaseand another one decreasethe requirement.

MS. DEBORAH A, GERO: RBC was developedin a book value accountingenviron-
ment. In lightof FAS 115, has there been any discussionof reviewing the formula in
context of the market value requirementas an impact on the specific components,
especiallythe C-3 component?

MR. COWELL: This is another excellentquestion. The NAIC-based capital formula
was essentiallydevelopedin the period 1991-92, largelyto address someof the
worst abuses of the 1980s, which were probably in order C-1, and we had examples
of companies becoming insolventbecause of C-1. We aren't aware of too many
companiesyet that havefailed becauseof the C-2 risk, and of course, we had one
case earlierin the 1980s involving Baldwin-United,which is probablya C-3 problem.
The industry advisorycommittee as such completed its job at the end of 1992 and
was wrapped up, but the same people, for the most part, on the industry advisory
committee are continuingto work with the NAIC as a technicaltask force to look at
changessuch as this and other changes. I think I can assureyou that changesare
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not going to be made to the NAIC formula in the near future. If it could be demon-
strated that new standards of accountingon the asset side significant_ changedthe
situationand the NAIC formula no longer did its originaljob of separatingwell from
poorly capitalizedcompanies, then I think a change would be forthcoming, but it
would have to be a compellingreason to change.

MR. CRESWELL: Just to follow up, I wanted to ask quicklyif I could maybe see a
show of hands of anyonewho has had the A.M. Best RBC formula shared with him
or her? I get a lot of rack from my chief investment officer who says, this formula
hits me harder,and it's not being used by other companies,and I suspect it is not
being used because other companiesdon't have it.

MR. COWELL: I think that's right. I think A.M. Best was last in line to respond to
the NAIC. I thinkthat Moody's and Standard & Poorsmodified their formulas, and I
think A.M. Best made a substantialrevision,and it adopted, as you say, the form,
although the factors are quite different from the NAIC. Best adopted the C-1, C-2,
C-3, C-4, which the Society of Actuaries, of course, invented back inthe 1970s. As
more of us see the Best formula I think it will be just another one to get factored in
there, and the plusof that is that it will get us away from overdue relianceon the one
NAIC formula, and the minus is it will add a lot more confusion. I see somebody
disagreeingwith me.

MR. BRIAN R. LAU: I didn't really have a questionso I wasn't goingto say anything.
But reallywhat is going to happen is this formula is so visible and easy to understand,
everyone will pick it up and it will be used to rate the industry acrossthe board.
Appropriate or inappropriate,I know you allsaid, well, you shouldn'tblindlyfollow the
formula, but the realityis in five years we won't ever talk about anything else
becausethat's what the newspapers pickup and that's what everybodytalks about.
Agents already call in and ask - what's your ratio? The point is, it's an easy number
to understand. But people believe they understandit when they don't, and so it's
going to push the industryto follow that formula so everybodywill figure out ways to
maximize the ratio without changingthe risk profile.

MR, COWELL: I'm hoping we can educate our publics. If we're expected to educate
the Congressand the President,and we can't educateour agency forces, then I don't
know what. Maybe we had better go back to the drawing board. You're absolutely
right. There's no question, this formula before it was even out was beingused by
certain groupsthat were getting NAIC data banksand putting in their version, it's like
any other tool. it is designedfor one thing, use it for something else and it works. If
it blows up in your face, don't blame us. We didn't designit for that. What can I
say? What is your solution?

MR. LAU: Decisionsshouldbe based more on ratings and less on formulas.

MR. DAWSON: I shareyour concern, Brian, and I11make a predictionthat as soon
as the NAIC data are generallyavailable,some largenational newspaper will publish
all of the RBCratios. Whether it is prohibited or not, the newspapers will do it. In
responseto your comment, Dave, now that you have told everyone here that Best
has its formula and it is available,probablythere are goingto be severalcompanies
that will be actively pursuingit, at least the ones represented here will.
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MR. CRESWELL: You probably want to see how Best calculated it on your com-
pany. We got a computer printout from Best. We bothered the people there over
the course of months, and when they had the printout, they gave it to us. I guess
what I figured is it is being used for this purpose, not just for identifying which arethe
companies that are way undercapitalized, it is going to be used for, are you "A" or
are you "A +." We figure it's the best.
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